Radial basis function network training using a nonsymmetric partition of the input space and particle swarm optimization.
This paper presents a novel algorithm for training radial basis function (RBF) networks, in order to produce models with increased accuracy and parsimony. The proposed methodology is based on a nonsymmetric variant of the fuzzy means (FM) algorithm, which has the ability to determine the number and locations of the hidden-node RBF centers, whereas the synaptic weights are calculated using linear regression. Taking advantage of the short computational times required by the FM algorithm, we wrap a particle swarm optimization (PSO) based engine around it, designed to optimize the fuzzy partition. The result is an integrated framework for fully determining all the parameters of an RBF network. The proposed approach is evaluated through its application on 12 real-world and synthetic benchmark datasets and is also compared with other neural network training techniques. The results show that the RBF network models produced by the PSO-based nonsymmetric FM algorithm outperform the models produced by the other techniques, exhibiting higher prediction accuracies in shorter computational times, accompanied by simpler network structures.